
	

	
	

 
 

 
   

 
   

  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

  

    
 

Selecting Teaching Methods and Moves 

In order for students to successfully meet course learning outcomes, they need 
opportunities to practice the type of thinking required by the learning outcomes. Different 
teaching methods (lectures, discussions, group work), teaching moves (concept maps, 
relevant examples), and student activities (classifying concepts, practicing recalling 
information) offer students the types of practice opportunities they need. 

Following are instructions for a three-step process that will help you to identify the types of 
assignments and activities aligned to your learning outcomes, with an example of a 
learning outcome from an introductory writing course. 

The learning outcome we will use is “Students will be able to use MLA format to properly 
document their research findings.” 

Step 1: Identify the cognitive levels of the action verbs in each of your learning outcomes. 
• 	 Locate the action verb in your first learning outcome.  

o	  Example: Students will be able to use  MLA format to properly document their 
research findings.  

•	  Find the action verb in your first learning outcome on Chart 1: “Determining the  
Cognitive Levels of Your Learning Outcomes,” which contains an adapted list of 
action verbs from Linda Nilson and their corresponding cognitive levels.   

o	 Example:  

From the chart, we can see that our outcome is at the cognitive level 
“apply.” 

Step 2: Identify the types of teaching methods aligned to the cognitive levels of your 
learning outcomes. 

•	 Locate the cognitive level of your first learning outcome on Chart 2: “Teaching  
Methods Found to Be Effective for Helping Students Achieve Different Learning 
Outcomes,” by Linda Nilson. Select methods from among those at the cognitive level.    

o 	 Note: An X on the chart indicates that this method can help students achieve 
this learning outcome if the method is properly implemented to serve this 
outcome. An a means the method could be well aligned depending on the 
lecture-break tasks, the discussion questions, or the group tasks assigned. 
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o  Example:  

 	 

Here we can see that the highlighted methods are aligned to the cognitive 
level “apply.” To help students work toward achieving this learning outcome, I 
will have them complete a group scavenger hunt in which they look through 
the MLA manual to find answers to a series of citation questions. Then 
students will complete multiple writing exercises—from short papers to their 
term paper, all including multiple drafts—that will allow them to practice 
citing research. 

Step 3: Identify the teaching moves and student activities aligned to the cognitive levels 
of your learning outcomes. 

• Locate the cognitive level of your first learning outcome on Chart 3: “Effective 
Teaching Moves by Learning Outcome,” by Linda Nilson. Select teaching moves and 
activities from among those at the cognitive level. 

o	 Example: 
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Some teaching moves I might use for this learning outcome are: 
§ Define the procedures for use, including the rules, principles, and 

steps.  
•	 I can give students a brief tutorial on how to use the manual to 

find the MLA information they are looking for and how to 
navigate specific websites that provide information that is not 
included in the manual. 

§ Use questions to guide student thinking about problem components, 
goals, and issues. 

• After students complete the group scavenger hunt, I can ask 
them specific questions about how they approached finding 
answers to the questions and why they might take similar or 
different approaches in the future. I can also ask them apply 
some of the MLA rules they found to their short papers or their 
term paper. 

§ Give students guidance in observing and gathering information, 
asking appropriate questions, and generating solutions.  

• I can organize a lab day during which students can conduct 
research for their papers and ask me any challenging questions 
about citing sources in MLA format. I can show them where 
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they can find the answers to their questions in the manual or 
on websites. 

Follow this same process for all of the learning outcomes in your course. As you do so, you 
may come across learning outcomes with action verbs that fall under multiple cognitive 
levels, action verbs that are not included in Chart 1, or multiple action verbs in a single 
learning outcome. The following chart outlines how to address each of these more complex 
instances. 

Scenario Action 
The action verb in my 
learning outcome falls under 
multiple cognitive levels.  

Think about the underlying purpose of the learning 
outcome. What do you want students to know and be able 
to do? Select the cognitive level that best aligns with the 
purpose of your outcome.  

The action verb in my 
learning outcome is not 
included in Chart 1. 

Find an action verb in Chart 1 that is the closest synonym to 
the action verb in your learning outcome. Use the synonym 
to determine the cognitive level of your learning outcome. 

My learning outcome 
contains multiple action 
verbs. 

One option is to simplify the learning outcome. If a single 
verb is well aligned with what you want students to be able 
to do, you can simplify your learning outcome without 
losing any intended learning. However, if you want students 
to complete multiple actions, you should keep both action 
verbs. 

Review the teaching methods aligned to the cognitive levels   
of your action verbs in Chart 2. You will likely be selecting    
multiple teaching methods for each learning outcome even  
if it is at a single cognitive level, so it is not uncommon to 
select multiple teaching methods that fulfill multiple   
cognitive levels or a single teaching method that fulfills 
multiple cognitive levels. As you can see from Chart 2, most  
teaching methods are aligned to more than one cognitive 
level.  
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